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accessories + art
> winner
The Shadow-Box Mirror, a collaboration between Gensler and
Studio El Hospitality, turns on when it senses movement. As a
person moves, the illustration within the glass appears, offering a
surprising interactive image. The mirror’s interior comprises three
layers: a two-way glass first layer; a middle layer of clear acrylic
with a printed graphic and Swarovski crystals; and a third layer of
acrylic mirror glass.
STudioel.coM; genSler.coM

> finalist
With a playful and sophisticated aesthetic, incanter from Sempli enhances the
flavors of infused beverages. The infusion rod’s glass-on-glass construction
eliminates the risk of toxic contamination, its lead-free crystal minimizes visual
interference, and the use of laboratory grade borosilicate glass avoids weighing
down the decanter.
SeMPli.coM

bath
> finalist

> winner
Positioned on a minimalist,
sawhorse-shaped base that
conceals all plumbing—
elements for the water supply
and discharge are housed
inside the piece—the dressage
Free-Standing Vanity from
GRAFF, designed by nespoli
and novara design Studio, can
be equipped with a sink and
accompanied by a tray, shelf,
towel hook, set of soft-close
drawers, and a rectangular
mirror that rotates.

Walldrain from QuickDrain USA sits flush along the wall
for a sleek and unobtrusive look. The patented Sure Flow
System eliminates standing water in the drain body, while
a sloped trough is designed to remove all the water and
debris after each use. The drain cover can be adjusted to
the thickness of the wall’s ceramic tile or stone covering
for a seamless appearance.
quickdrAinuSA.coM

grAFF-FAuceTS.coM

“It’s extremely innovative.”
—HD Awards judge Kellie Sirna
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bath
> finalist
the elliptical silhouette of the Cáscara tub from MTI Baths
is clean and refined with gently curved sides and an oblique
ledge for easy entry and exit. the tub is available as a soaker
or air bath with a full range of options including 20 air jets,
a heated air blower, a waterproof remote control, and an
integrated slotted overflow requiring only a drain installation.
mtiBAths.Com

> finalist
soho from THG-Paris highlights its contemporary design
with clear optical glass in its rose gold finish. transparent ice
cube-shaped handles with refined beveled edges capture
the light without distortion, and the glass handle assembly
ensures there is no visible hardware or valve stems exposed.
the design’s widespread faucet complements its tall, slim,
and streamlined spout.
thgusA.Com

> finalist
A countertop cutout forms the bottom of MTI Baths’ Continuum
basin—part of the Boutique collection—creating the illusion of a
seamless design where only the top two inches of the rim rests on
the counter, allowing a view of the countertop’s material through
the sink.
mtiBAths.Com
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product showcase 196

Decorative Hardware for Hospitality

Order a free sample!
Learn more at:

Atlastothetrade.com/freeHD/

QUEUE
COFFEE
BEAN

2/24/16 4:55 PM

Inspired by roasted coffee beans, the Queue
Coffee Bean lounge chair is perfect for cafés,
lobbies, reception areas and universities.
Queue...it’s the shape of things to come.
See the Queue Coffee Bean at NeoCon,
Beaufurn Booth# 7-4106.
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